In recent years, more and more digital technologies and innovative concepts are applied on museum education. One of the concepts applied is "Serious game." Serious game is not designed for entertainment purpose but allows users to learn real world's cultural and educational knowledge in the virtual world through game-experiencing. Technologies applied on serious game are identical to those applied on entertainment game. Nowadays, the interactive technology applications considering users' movement and gestures in physical spaces are developing rapidly, which are extensively used in entertainment games, such as Kinect-based games. The ability to explore space via Kinect-based games can be incorporated into the design of serious game. The ancient world map, Kunyu Quantu, from the collection of the National Palace Museum is therefore applied in serious game development. In general, the ancient world map does not only provide geological information, but also contains museum knowledge. This particular ancient world map is an excellent content applied in games as teaching material. In the 17 th century, it was first used by a missionary as a medium to teach the Kangxi Emperor of the latest geologic and scientific spirits from the West. On this map, it also includes written biological knowledge and climate knowledge. Therefore, this research aims to present the design of the interactive and immersive serious game based installation that developed from the rich content of the Kunyu Quantu World Map, and to analyse visitor's experience in terms of real world's cultural knowledge learning and interactive responses.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, more museums are adopting digital technology applications on museum displays and educational purposes, the National Palace Museum included. The National Palace Museum has been practicing the innovative idea of future museum, which is incorporating digital technologies, and has developed a variety of digital museum applications.
In 2004, a 3D virtual system was created based on 5 chosen classic artifacts. In 2006, the National Palace Museum curated a cross-field multi-media exhibition at NPM Future Museum located at Taoyuan International Airport. Shortly after, digital applications such as Magic Crystal Ball (Hsieh et al, 2011) , Must-see Interactive Tablet (Hsieh et al, 2013) , Mao-Kung Ting Interactive Installation (Hsieh et al, 2014) , and more were developed. These installations have had travelled to Los Angeles, Taipei, Tainan, Taichung, and Chunghwa through touring exhibitions. In order to engage audience, the research team selects China's first world map from the collection of the National Palace Museum as its principal game content. The serious game integrates immersive, Kinect-based, and other technologies. The design of this interactive immersive serious game application is based on Kunyu Quantu accordingly. Serious game combines real-world knowledge into video games or online games for educational training or game learning purpose. Up to date, countless interactive technologies were applied to various popular digital games.
The National Palace Museum is a leading museum in Chinese cultural heritage section. The digital content of this application is from one of the most important collection of the National Palace Museum, Kunyu Quantu World Map (National Palace Museum, 2015) . Kunyu Quantu was completed in 1674 and was presented to the Kangxi Emperor by a Belgian Jesuit missionary, named Ferdinand Verbiest. The world map brought in the latest geographical concepts to China. For example, it was not until 17th century did China believed the world is round and gets rid of old belief a flat earth. Therefore, Kunyu Quantu was Ferdinand Verbiest's best tool to explain the Western knowledge to the Kangxi Emperor during the 17th century. Also, Kunyu Quantu has documented various categorized information, such as ocean currents, winds and other geological information. In addition, it has more than 30 drawings of legendary creatures and animals unseen in Asia with written explanations on the map.
The scope of this research is proposing an immersive interactive installation that integrates museum knowledge and multi-modal sensing approaches. The idea is to incubate from gamebased designs to build up an antique map multimedia application. And share the results in the end. This application is exhibited in "Children's NPM Digital Playground" special exhibition in Taipei City from November 27th, 2014 to March 15th, 2015. Data are collected by focus group interviews during the exhibition period. The research questions are as following: (a) Does this application help children appreciate the atlas? (b) Does this application inspire children's interest? (c) How satisfactory is this application? (d) Does this application provide a museum experience? We provide related works in section 2. Details of the implementation, system architecture and interactive scenarios are described in section 3. Then the descriptions of the evaluation are described in section 4. Finally, this paper ends with results and discussions in section 5.
RELATED WORKS

￭2.1 Serious Game
Serious game is a concept that has been proposed for years. Mike Zyda (2005) defined serious game as "a mental contest, played with a computer in accordance with specific rules, that uses entertainment to further government or corporate training, education, health, public policy, and strategic communication objectives". Therefore, various applications have been developed. For example, a health serious game teaches the skills involved in training future intervention radiologists (Chan, 2012) , and a military relevant simulation framework for adapting scenarios in a game engine based upon the user's neurocognitive and psychophysiological state is also proposed (Parsons and James, 2012) . The use of games to support cultural heritage purposes is well documented in Anderson, Liarokapis and Peters's investigation, including three types of computer-game-like applications: prototypes and demonstrators; virtual museums; and commercial historical games (Anderson et al, 2010) . Chen (2010) implemented Jing-Hang Grand Canal Serious Heritage Game. This work conducts a comparative study to examine the important design factors that impact on user immersion in serious heritage games.
￭ 2.2 Interactive and Immersive Multimedia
Application for Ancient Atlas The concept of integrating human being's perception with real environment via multimedia devices has had been long practiced. Milgram and Kishino (1994) examine the "virtual space" and "reality" in the same visual display environments. Bowman (1998) Song (2003) applies Virtual Reality to build a Virtual tour system of Singaporean Heritage. This system uses a Chinese calligraphy brush as its inactive interface. Stawniak and Walczak (2006) present the GeoARCO system. The virtual exhibition system presents the content of European Augmented Representation of Cultural Objects project in a geographical context. Kortbek and Grønbaek (2008) apply three spatial multimedia techniques to the Mariko Mori exhibition. Kenderdine (2010) describe a serious of immersive architecture and their related visual, sonic techniques for cultural heritage landscape. He highlights the strategies of applying the embodied, kinaesthetic, multi-sensory and collaborative engagement approach. Smith (2012) presents several projects that show cultural heritage sites and artifacts in virtual and immersive context. Froschauer (2013) develop a 3D on-line learning game. The ThiATRO provide a virtual 3D exhibition of art history and inspire user's interest to culture or cultural heritage. However, the above research cases are lack of applications using ancient world map as research target.
About researches on map, a location-based service is developed by geo-multimedia information system that provides user's actual location by collecting geologic information from GPS or mobile devices (Fritsch, 2001) . Alexander Almer and Harald Stelzl (2002) develop a geo-multimedia tourism application. The system presents geo-multimedia information in different media device. Giang Tran Thi Huong and Duy Nguyen Ba (2012) purpose an interactive multimedia atlas system for Vietnam's tourists. Besides physical space of geologic information system, some multimedia works are for ancient atlas. Pilar Chias and Tomas Abad (2008) designed and implemented a relational database of the ancient maps. While the user querying the database, it will response features and visual results together. Gustavo Marfia, Marco Roccetti, Marco Zanichelli and Angelo Varni (2012) integrated the HCI and mixed reality technology to design an application that supports the exploration of Mercator's World Atlas. This is a book of atlas and the first time applying a series of ancient atlas to describe the world. The system hopes to provide simple and intuitive way to engage audience's experience to travel through Mercator's volume. They designed an interaction experience of Mercator Atlas Robot application for this specific atlas book. However, the Mercator's world atlas is an atlas book, whereas Kunyu Quantu world map is a plane development based on x and y axes. In terms of physical forms, Mercator's world atlas and Kunyu Quantu are different. Thus, different types of world map resulting different ways of interaction. In this research, we focus on Kunyu Quantu, the plane development world map as main research target.
IMPLEMENTATION
This session explains how Kunyu Quantu interactive installation is put together. Implementations of system architecture and interactive scenarios are introduced in the following paragraphs. The interactive device is composed of projectors, sensors, and servers.
￭3.1 System Architecture
The installation used 96000-lms projectors to create an immersive panoramic environment. One projector is used on south-wall scene, two on northwall scene, two on east wall and west wall each. The floor scene uses 4 projectors and imageblending software to establish an 8-meter long and 6-meter wide display scene (figure 1). The size of floor scene is large enough for children to run and to explore the knowledge in the map. The movementdetecting sensor is Kinect, which is commonly used in present kinetic art or interactive installations. 6 Kinects around the wall and 4 on the ceiling are used to detect the movements and gestures of visitors. For the interactive installation, three computers are used as system server. These computers that are connected by hub allows main computer communicate with slave computers. Moreover, to increase the variety of the interactive sense, 6 fans are integrated into the installation which will create wind during specific time. There are also microphones which detect volume of visitors so that visitors can interact by voice (figure 2). 
Scenario 2: Explore the world
The concept of geographic coordinate system is introduced in scenario 2. Narrator is the animated Ferdinand Verbiest. He explains prime meridian (longitude) cut the earth into two hemispheres, which defines west and east. Equator (latitude) intersects the earth into north and south hemispheres (figure 4). He also points out the existence of five continents. Figure 4 . Animation of geographic coordinate system is vividly presented in front of participants. Explaining how prime meridian and equator divide and intersect the earth.
Scenario 3: Astrology
Scenario 3 is the interactive game that integrates astrology as game content. In ancient times, Babylonians explore the vast sky by defining 12 zodiac signs from the constellation. During this interactive stage, 12 zodiac signs are glistening on the surrounding walls. As showed in figure 5 & 6, participants can walk up to the glistening stars on the wall and wave to it. After the arm movement is detected, full images of the zodiac signs would slowly appeared on the walls. At the same time, 4-6 nebulas, the glowing interstellar clouds, are showing on the floor. These nebulas would trace the participants' footsteps. When two participants run into each other, their nebulas would clash into each other and create an explosion of a massive star cloud (see figure 7) . 
Scenario 4: Voice up and Jumping Game
Scenario 4 introduced the diverse and exotic animals depicted on the Kunyu Quantu World Map. Firstly, participants gathered together to call out the animals. The louder the voice, the lager the animals are. Until animals exhibit on the floor, participants stand in the ring and start walking around on the map to capture the animals. In addition to capture the animals, participants can reveal the modern image of the drawn animals on the ancient map by waving their arms in front of ancient drawings. The modern names of the animals and the images will be displayed. When all animals are captured, the ancient Kunyu Quantu would slowly turn into a real earth image. 
￭ 4.2 Procedures
The interview was conducted during the "Children's NPM Digital Playground" special exhibition in Taipei. This research method adopted focus group interview to collect users and participants' opinion. 5 volunteers are invited to participate in this conversational interview. Open-ended questions are designed to collect volunteer's first-hand information and feedbacks from both volunteers and users. The group interview is voice recorded and the interview is proceeded in Chinese. The results and discussions are later translated into English in section 5. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
￭5.1 Learning
Based on volunteers' feedbacks and their close observations with visitors, Kunyu Quantu World Map immersive interactive installation is tremendously helpful in terms of learning experience. This device provides educational visual aids to its users. With its informative narrations, users' memories are enhanced through game playing and could be linked to their past learning experience. Participant A gives an example of how a group of school pupils make use of the device to learn. 
￭5.2 Museum Experience
Equipped with modern technologies, the National Palace Museum has successfully changed it's traditional image into a young and dynamic face. This kind of device actively approaches its visitors outside the museum. Interactive installation combining museum contents, does not only make museum resources more available to the public, but also generates potential visitor's interest to visit to the museum. Serious game input with museum content with Chinese historical background, serves as a great incentive for visitors to learn more about Kunyu Quantu World Map. Participant B describes how immersive interactive installation enlightens him and gives him a whole new museum experience. 
￭5.4 Future Prospects
When participants were asked about questions from Aspect D, their answers are quite similar: "This installation still needs improvements, especially the hardware part." They all agree that serious game applications are the future trend in museum sector: "This is definitely the future trend in museums!" "This interactive installation is great and helps visitors to learn while playing games!" "It is an educational entertainment!" Apparently, Kunyu Quantu World Map immersive interactive installation could be further improved by lowering its dysfunctional rate and enhancing its body movement detection. This device opens up a new opportunity for visitors outside the museum. Location of museum education is no longer an obstacle. It is now movable. During traveling exhibition, anyone can learn and experience the serious game installation without barriers. Each scenario teaches users different knowledge, which is smartly integrated in fun dynamic games. Serious game design shortens the distance between museum and visitors. Through interactions in the virtual world, visitors feel closer with museum and historical artifacts. This type of media now plays an important role in museum sector. Serious game design does not only help museums to approach young generations, but also invites potential visitors to learn more about what they have just experienced. Serious game installation at the National Palace Museum has great influences on both children and adults in terms of learning experience. 
￭5.5 Limitations
